HOW CAN IT BE DONE?

Became the opportunity described below is unusually such an extraordinary once in time and again we have been asked, "How can it be done?"

The explanation is this: the Churchill set is a universally desirable—but rare—a very rare—very rare, and rare and rare. The mystery that is the whole story is that many advantages of membership in the Club—that many thousands of readers who have been "enough to join" are doing so. For the reason we have been able to manufacture the set in large quantities and thus reduce printing costs. Here are three things about the Club that are graphically demonstrated by this offer:

1. FIRST: that as a member of the Club you are kept from missing the important books you want to read. For example, all six of these Churchill books were regular Club selections.

2. SECOND: that you get such books from the Club at a considerable saving. For example, the regular retail price for each of these Churchill volumes is $6.00; the Club price for members is only $4.00.

Last year, on the average, the price paid by Club members for selections was 27% lower than the retail price.

3. THIRD: that, on top of this, you share in approximately $7,000,000 worth of book club profits. In fact, while the club may show small profits for any given year, the Club has accumulated an asset of over $7,000,000, formed by the purchase of the six books you engage yourself to buy later.

Because of the unusual nature of this offer, in all probability, the present edition will be exhausted shortly. Since it would take months to publish another edition, we urge you to act at once if you are interested. If no more copies are available by the time we receive your order, you will be notified and you may then cancel your membership if you wish.

CONDITIONS OF THIS OFFER

1. YOU AGREE TO BUY AS FARR AS SIX BOOKS WITHIN YOUR FIRST YEAR OF MEMBERSHIP from among the Club's Selections and Special Members' Editions. During the year at least 100 good books will be made available to you, from which you may choose. You receive a careful advance description of each selection and if you think in a book you would want back a book at the customary price—some other book you may want. You may say: "Send me anything.

2. YOU WILL RECEIVE ALL SIX VOLUMES OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR AT ONCE. They will be sent with the first book you order from the Club. For a list of good books from which you can choose your first selection, please see coupons below.

3. AFTER PURCHASING SIX BOOKS—and as long as you remain a member—you will receive a Book-Dividend with every second book you buy—a beautiful or useful library volume. This member profit-sharing is similar to what happens in any consumer co-operation. A fixed percentage of what each member pays in sets aside in a special fund. This fund is finally invested in handsome editions of other books, some of which is a Book-Dividend sent free to members.

4. YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR MEMBERSHIP any time after buying six books. Membership in the Club is for no fixed period, continuing until notice of cancellation is received from the member.

Given to you

IF YOU JOIN THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
NOW AND AGREE TO BUY SIX BOOKS—OF YOUR CHOICE—
DURING THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS

ALL SIX VOLUMES

The Second World War by Winston Churchill

[RETAIL VALUE IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY $36]

BEGIN YOUR MEMBERSHIP WITH ANY OF THESE GOOD BOOKS
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NOTE TO PRESENT MEMBERS: If you would like to obtain these six volumes under the Club's regular Book-Dividend system, write to us for information as to how this may be arranged.

Hong Kong

The rigid United States trade embargo against Red China is a critical wound to Hong Kong, which was founded in 1841, Hong Kong's annual trade dropped by nearly a third, as the overcrowded look of Hong Kong's spacious harbor testifies. His Excellency the Governor, Sir Alexander Grantham, proclaimed that the embargo had cost the colony a million tons of trade in a single year.

Inset is added to injury by the refusal of the outside world to recognize that the Hong Kong government enforces the UN restrictions efficiently, and to its great disadvantage. Resent- ment is compounded by the fact that a constant surveilliance is maintained over Hong Kong's business and businessmen by United States officials with powers to blacklist or otherwise penalize firms suspected of missing U.S. dollars or goods for Communist benefit.

All of this pressure tends to make the field of China trade look a great deal greener and more "fertile" than it was before the Korean War began or than it is likely to be soon again. In 1950 trade resulting from the Korean War, before embargoes were imposed, gave Hong Kong an all-time-high of HK$89364 million in trade. In 1949 Hong Kong's total trade had amounted to HK$83064 million.

China withdraws her trade

The China trade had begun to wither before the Korean War. The West accepted this fact with resistance, but it was not in its power to do much about it. China itself was putting the blight on the China trade. This was first acknowledged by Hong Kong businessmen when their ranks began to swell as follow traders pulled out of Shanghai, Peking, Tientsin, and Nanking. By 1952, Jardine, Matheson & Co. Ltd., mercantile giant of the China trade, reversed its policy of maintaining establish- ments and enterprises on the mainland. The firm issued an announcement that "trade in China" was perforce to become "trade with China."

More recently British trade officials in London have expressed the opinion that trade with China, even if the embargo were lifted, would only amount to "small change." Propaganda to the contrary, China has proved again and again that, whenever possible, it prefers to trade with the Soviet bloc. Furthermore, Peking has neither the cash with which to buy nor the surplus of exportable goods with which to barter for imports on a large scale.

The London Economist has pointed out that the Communists "continue to bound British firms in China, humble British businessmen and make it as difficult as possible for Britain to trade with them." Today the Chinese government variously confiscates and requisitions British business hold- ings on the mainland, runs them itself, and exacts toll from the rightful owners for this unrequested favor. In other cases it holds Western firms hostage by refusing to liquidate their obligations or grant exit permits to their employees. The Chinese gov- ernment demands from Western firms seeking Chi- nese products 100% per cent payment in advance. On products China wishes to import little or noth- ing is paid in advance, and shipments may be refused on arrival.

Even the most stubborn of British traders admit that this is a poor way to do business. At present China's external trade lost 70 75 per cent with the
"I didn't know that presidents of writing schools could write...."

from what I have read of this book (One Winter in Boston, by Robert Smith, President of the Magazine Institute), Mr. Smith should immediately quit presidentializing, which can be done well by millions, and get down to writing, since good writers are few indeed."

—Charles Driscoll

"New York Day by Day"

Yes, Mr. Driscoll, it's true that many heads of writing schools cannot write. The Magazine Institute, as a matter of fact, is a correspondence school in writing which is completely owned, staffed, and operated by successful writers and editors. Every one of us—including Mr. Smith—spends some time writing as well as teaching. Because next to writing, we enjoy teaching others to write.

Our Students Say*

"...this was one of the Sunday Evening Post another piece."

"... Esquire has accepted my story, on the condition that I rest you for this publication.""I told another story, my sixth...."

"... my first sale, after I had completed only four lessons."

"... I've just sold my first fiction piece, based on a characterisation I did for the course."

"... I'm well satisfied with the course."

"I have made some progress selling to numerous magazines from Covered Camp and I'm only about one-third through the course."*

(letters on this)

How Famous Writers Got Started

The Magazine Institute offers a chance to learn the art of writing fiction, poetry, articles, magazine stories, and advertisements. You work at home, in your spare time. You learn from a successful writer at his desk. You receive as steadily as you pay as you write. You may concentrate on fiction or articles, or even do a little of both. You join a group of students working in your area and helping each other. You are given training in all the techniques of writing. The course is ready to start at any time. Anyone can get through the course. You will learn how to write better than you have ever learned before. You will learn how to write better than you have ever learned before.

Test Your Literary Aptitude Free

The Magazine Institute offers a free literary aptitude test which enables you to determine if you possess the necessary literary aptitude to succeed in the course. The test is completely self-designing and does not require any previous training. Anyone can use it on a computer disk or a hardcopy. The test results are returned within seven days. Please send your name and address to:

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET TODAY

Write for the free booklet describing the Magazine Institute plan for personalization of your writing. The free booklet also contains the BEST OF THE WORLD, which lists the winners of the Magazine Institute awards. You will also receive the first part of the Magazine Institute catalog.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

The Magazine Institute
Rockefeller Center
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

(Revived by the State of New York)

*For ad

THE MAGAZINE INSTITUTE

ROBERT ARTHUR

Author, one of the leading American novelists, who has written four books, including "The Man Who Was Never There," which was adapted for the stage as "The Man Who Was Never There." He is also the author of several short stories.

JACK WOODROW


Our Staff Includes:

ROBERT SMITH


JACK WOODROW

Just how do you judge a good stock?

That's a question we hear all the time. From people who own those stocks—or thirty, from people who never invested a dollar. How do we answer it?

Well, first off, we say that you should take a look at the industry. Find out if any representative company can possibly promise what you want most—whether it's steady income, long-range growth, or a chance for more immediate profits...

Next, you should get the facts on the company itself. On its standing in the industry, its size, reputation, and basic finances...

Then, we'd suggest that you check the record on sales, earnings, and dividends. Learn what they've been in the past, or note, might be tomorrow...

After that, you should study management. Make sure you've got a lot, experienced, aggressive—quite capable of meeting possible problems—or developing the most realistic objectives as time goes by...

And, finally, you'd want to be satisfied with the market for your stock—feel that you could buy it or sell it on some established exchange—or through a recognized dealer in over-the-counter securities. How do you get all this information?

Where can you go?

Whether you own stocks—or just want to—your research department will do all it can to help.

You've only got to give us an objective opinion on one stock or twenty—

Be glad to analyze your complete portfolio.

Be glad to prepare the best investment programs they can for any particular sum in its use.

And customer or not, there's no charge, no obligation.

You only have to answer your letter to—

WALTER A. SCHOLL

Department 3R-12

MERRILL LYNCH,

PIERCE, FENNER & BEANE

70 Pine Street, New York, N. Y.

Office in 10 Cities

"Keen for the better things in life.

How many people does it take to make a steak?

When you plunk the cash on the counter for a slice of sirloin, some of it may represent your own pay for the part you played in getting that steak to your table.

We'll make ourselves clear.

It takes a lot of people to help produce that steak in this mid-20th-century economy of ours.

The people we're putting in the picture above, for instance.

And many, many others. Though you may not realize it, some product you, yourself, help make or sell or service may play a part in producing steaks.

1. The cowboy or range hand who barks at the little.

2. The herder who faces hard, hard and equipment.

3. The chemist who makes ice-cream, salt and energized.

4. The vet doctor who provides anesthetics for the animal.

5. The dairyman who prunes the dairy industries in forcing and brandishing 3-5 liver calves.

6. The butcher-—7. The super 8—S. 8. The other men who fill the steak—8. The brand owner who fills the steak.

9. The brand owner who fills the steak—8. The brand owner who fills the steak with beef and adds 3-5 liver calves.

10. The beef cutter who barks at the little.

11. The salesman who barks at the little.

12. The butcher who barks at the little.

13. The butcher who barks at the little.

14. The butcher who barks at the little.

American Meat Institute

Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.